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Five questions for Hawks training camp

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

6:56 p.m. Monday, September 27, 2010 

Five questions for the Hawks as they open training camp Tuesday at Philips Arena:

1. Will they practice what Larry Drew is preaching?

Drew takes over for Mike Woodson after serving as Woodson's top assistant for six seasons. He got the 

job by convincing Hawks owners and general manager Rick Sund that he will run a distinctly different 

program from Woodson and training camp is his first chance to put his theories into practice.

Drew's established relationships with players cuts both ways: He was their confidant as an assistant but 

now he's in charge of parceling out their playing time and holding them accountable.

“It will be something new for a lot of us, man,” Hawks forward Marvin Williams said. “We have played for 

Coach Woodson our whole careers, us young guys. We have to come in ready to work. I think once we 

pick up everything and meet his demands -- try to meet his demands, at least -- it will be OK.”

2. Can Drew get his offensive system installed before the games are for real?

Drew is putting in a motion offense that is a radical departure from Atlanta's isolation-heavy sets of the 

last few years. The emphasis will be on players moving without the ball and the ball moving quickly 

around the court.

The idea is that the new approach will break the Hawks' habit of stagnating in the offensive end and 

spread the scoring around. The Hawks open the exhibition season at home Oct. 7 against Memphis and 

the regular season begins Oct. 27 in Memphis.

“I've got to get everyone on the same page as far as being able to run it,” Drew said. “We had some guys 

that came in early in the summer working on it. That's the first thing is getting the system in place. We 

really want to be ‘organized when we are disorganized' because it gives us a chance of getting better 

shots.”

3. Will the sting of last spring motivate them during summer two-a-days?

The last time the Hawks were on the floor together, their fans booed them as they succumbed meekly to 

the Orlando Magic in the Eastern Conference semifinals. Orlando set an NBA record for victory margin in 

a four-game sweep that was so dominant, it nearly overshadowed Atlanta's 53-victory season.
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Critics, some of them internal, accused Hawks players of giving up in that series. The Hawks return the 

same core of players and they say redemption is on their minds as camp opens.

“Honestly, me personally, it definitely doesn't sit with me well,” Hawks guard Joe Johnson said. “Coming 

into the season, I still think about that. I'm going to do whatever it takes to get over that hump.

“It did leave a bad taste in my mouth. I think it's something we can bounce back from. We just have to be 

confident. We pretty much got embarrassed in the second round. I am sure it won't happen again.”

4. Can Drew whip the Hawks into shape?

Drew sent letters to his players telling them to be in good physical condition when they report for camp. 

There's going to be lots of running over the next few days because the Hawks are going to have to be in 

peak condition in order to run Drew's perpetual motion offense, push the pace in transition and also play 

active defense.

A handful of Hawks players ran sprints on the track at Georgia Tech this summer. The Hawks have done 

so in the past, “but not like this,” guard Jeff Teague said. Drew plans to time players in a mile run 

Tuesday.

“If they don't make their time, they've got a lot of extra conditioning,” he said.

5. Can Teague take over the point?

Veteran Mike Bibby opens camp as the starter at point guard but Drew says Teague will get a shot to win 

the job. Teague played sporadically and inconsistently as a rookie and now the Hawks need him to 

mature quickly in order to help their perimeter defense and push the pace.

Drew, who played point guard for 10 NBA seasons, said he added former NBA All-Star Nick Van Exel to 

his staff as a player development coach in large part to influence Teague. Van Exel retired in 2006 after 

13 seasons as a point guard.

“The intriguing thing with him is he is not far removed from the game,” Drew said. “He had a great career. 

As everyone remembers, he played with an edge [and] played with a kind of chip on his shoulder. I told 

him that's his job with Jeff Teague, to get him to play more with an edge every time he steps out on the 

floor.

“I know from when I saw him working with Jeff and staying in Jeff's ear, I can see it rubbing off a little bit.”
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